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Introduction
Tourism Council Western Australia is the peak body representing tourism businesses, industries and
regions in Western Australia. The Council promotes the value of tourism, facilitates sustainable
tourism development and advocates industry policy on behalf of members.
Tourism generates more than $12 billion and 108,800 jobs annually in the Western Australian
economy. Please find below Tourism Council WA’s Pre-Budget Submission for the 2020 WA State
Budget, outlining budget priorities for the tourism industry.

Overview – Tourism Jobs Growth
•

Annual total jobs growth generated by tourism fell from 11,000 additional FTE in 2013-14 to 2,000
additional FTE in 2017-18.

•

The Events Calendar and the International Marketing Boost (IMB) delivered by Tourism WA in
2019 has generated significant tourism growth and estimated jobs growth of 8,000 FTE.

•

A relative lack of events in the Events Calendar 2020 and the cessation of the IMB funding for
marketing activity will result in a decline in tourism which is projected to result in a decline of
2,000 FTE in 2020-21.

•

Immediate budget funding to procure short term events and consistent marketing funding to
maintain visitation is projected to deliver an additional 4,000 FTE by 2020-21.

•

State Government budget and policy settings to recover WA market share of Australian tourism is
projected to deliver an additional 5,700 FTE by 2020-21 and a total of 29,800 FTE over five years
to 2023-24.

Recommendations – Maintaining Jobs Growth in 2020-21
These are the minimum measures recommended to prevent a decline in jobs in 2020-21:
•

Establish a one-off $10 million Events Bid fund aimed at procuring non-recurring events in 2020
and 2021. The bid fund would provide a ‘line-of-credit’ to enable more aggressive bids for nonrecurring events with short lead times. This could be opportunistic bids for major sporting or
entertainment events available in the short term or business events with short lead times.

•

Provide marketing funding of not less than $12 million in 2020-2021 to maintain the successful $9
million IMB and provide at least a $3 million for to maintain interstate visitation which would
otherwise decline with the reduced current Events Calendar 2020 and 2021.

•

Provide Tourism WA with certainty of funding by February 2020, before the May 2020 budget.
This will allow Tourism WA to make event bids and instigate marketing activity in early 2020 to
drive visitation in mid to late 2020 and early 2021.

•

Provide Tourism WA with the flexibility to attract and permanently fill the Executive Director role
with the necessary commercial experience and travel trade marketing skills.

Recommendations – Driving Jobs Growth to 2023-24
These are the optimal measures recommended to maximise jobs growth in 2020-21 to 2023-14:
•

Provide Tourism WA with consistent untied funding of an additional $25 million p.a. to 2023-24 to
recover peak market share and build a stable high yielding Events Calendar.

•

Undertake regulatory reform to fast-track approvals of private investment in demand driving
tourism projects such as attractions and resorts.

•

Plan for public investment in attractions and facilities that drive tourism growth, particularly the
development of Perth Convention and Exhibition Centre for increased business events.

Tourism Jobs Growth
In 2017-18 tourism expenditure generated 108,800 FTE jobs in Western Australia including 73,200
direct FTE and 35,600 indirect FTE. 1 Tourism currently contributes 8.2% of total state employment 2
and has the potential to be a major contributor to the State Governments target of creating 150,000
additional jobs by 2023-24.

Previous Growth

Over the past five years the net annual growth of FTE generated by tourism expenditure has declined.
In 2013-14 tourism expenditure created 11,000 additional FTE, whereas in 2017-18 only 2,000
additional FTE was created. Tourism Council WA contends that previous FTE growth was driven by
business travel expenditure. When the resource sector declined, leisure travel expenditure did not
increase sufficiently to drive meaningful employment growth.

Current Tourism Jobs Growth

Tourism Council WA estimates net growth of 8,000 additional FTE to a total of 116,800 FTE in 2019
due to increased interstate and international leisure visitation.
The increased interstate visitation was driven by consumer marketing campaigns in the east coast
and a strong Events Calendar 2019 of major events at Optus Stadium (i.e. Manchester United,
Bledisloe Cup, State of Origin). It should be noted that the strong event calendar was driven by two
financial years’ worth of State Budget event funding concentrated in the winter of 2019.
International visitation was driven by the International Marketing Boost (IMB) budget funding of an
additional $9 million. This effectively doubled the funding available for travel trade marketing (i.e.
cooperative marketing with airlines, wholesalers and travel agents).
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The tourism industry has seen immediate results from these marketing and event activities. In
Tourism Council WA’s business sentiment survey for the September 2019 quarter, businesses
reported a net 15% increase in business activity compared with the previous year. Furthermore,
businesses anticipated a net 28% increase in activity for current December quarter based on forward
bookings. Consequently, a net 13% of tourism businesses anticipated increasing their workforce.
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Risks to Future Tourism Jobs Growth
Event Calendar

The tourism industry is highly concerned at the relative dearth of events in Event Calendar 2020 from
May 2020 to September 2020. Typically, major events are locked in three years in advance, for
example the major events of 2019 were secured by Tourism WA in 2016. As yet, no equivalent events
have been secured for 2020. This will inevitably lead to lower interstate visitation in 2020. This, in
turn, would put downward pressure on tourism expenditure and employment growth.

Marketing Funding

The one-off additional funding of $9 million
for the IMB has been successfully invested
and will continue generating increased
international visitation throughout over the
summer season.
The IMB funding ceases in the State Budget
forward estimates leading to a significant
decline in the Tourism WA budget.
This decline in funding will lead to a decline
in marketing activity and consequently
visitation and employment from winter 2020
onward.
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Activity Lead Time

Tourism marketing activity has a lead time of three to nine months before tourism and jobs growth is
realised. Investment in additional marketing is needed in February to April 2020 to prevent declines in
tourism growth and jobs in 2020-21.
Planned event procurement typically has lead times of three or more years. To prevent the decline in
tourism due to the Event Calendar 2020, priority should be placed on one-off non-recurring short-term
event opportunities.

Trade Marketing Expertise

The IMB additional funding of $9 million has successfully increased marketing activity, resulting in
tourism jobs growth. Tourism WA was fortunate to procure external expertise on contract as the
Executive Director for trade marketing to successfully implement the IMB during this period.
This is a temporary arrangement and Tourism WA needs the flexibility to permanently fill this
Executive Director position by offering an appropriate salary to attract the appropriate experience and
skills. This expertise is critical to ensure that trade marketing activities drive additional visitation to the
state, rather than shifting market share of existing visitation between trade partners (e.g. airlines).

Untied Funding

Tourism growth has been achieved by Tourism WA using trade marketing expertise to invest the
additional IMB funding. This has been possible because of the State Governments 2017 election
commitment to provide untied funding. Budget funding which is tied to particular events, markets
(countries) or destinations achieves a lower ROI. Budget funding to Tourism WA should continue to
be untied so Tourism WA can invest in those activities which maximise tourism jobs growth ROI.

Attractions

Tourism cannot rely on marketing and events to maintain demand or achieve growth. New attractions
are needed to drive additional tourism demand. Regulatory reform is needed to facilitate State
Government approvals of private investment in sustainable tourism attractions. State Government
needs to plan for public investment in attractions such as expanding the Perth Convention and
Exhibition Centre and the Underwater Discovery Centre in Busselton.

Forecast Tourism Jobs Growth in 2020-21
Lucid Economics has forecast tourism jobs growth from 2020 to 2024 for three scenarios. Tourism
employment growth is projected to grow by 2,100 to 3,400 FTE in 2019-20 due to the Event Calendar
2019 and International Marketing Boost.
Tourism jobs growth is at risk in 2020-21 if the marketing and event activities driving visitation in
calendar year 2019 decrease in calendar year 2020. Lucid Economics has forecast tourism job
growth from financial years 2020 to 2024 for three scenarios.
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Scenario 1 – Official Forecasts (-2,000 FTE in 2021 & 3,300 FTE by 2024)

The Australian Government’s Tourism Research Australia (TRA) provides an annual forecast of
international and domestic tourism for each State and Territory. The latest Tourism Forecast 2019
provides forecasts to 2029. 3 These forecasts are based on macro factors such as global economic
conditions, aviation capacity, room supply and changes to source markets.
Tourism Forecast 2019 used visitor nights data to produce forward trend estimates for each State.
These forecasts do not account for State Government policy settings such as the level of investment
in destination marketing. These forecasts did not anticipate the increase in visitation driven by the
Events Calendar 2019 or the International Marketing Boost.
The official tourism forecast for Western Australia is 2% growth in visitor nights in 2019-20 followed by
-2% growth in 2020-21. In this scenario Lucid Economics forecasts total employment generated by
tourism expenditure to decline by 2,000 in the year 2020-21 and to increase by only 3,300 over the 5
years to 2024.

Scenario 2 – Regression Analysis (4,000 FTE in 2021 & 20,500 FTE by 2024)

In Scenario 2 future visitation was estimated based on regression analysis of historical visitation to
Western Australia. The analysis was conducted more recently than the TRA forecasts and
incorporates the strong tourism growth realised in 2019 due to the Events Calendar 2019 and
International Marketing Boost.
In this analysis the visitor growth is projected to continue as is incorporates the current policy of
additional marketing and events activity driving additional employment growth. In this scenario Lucid
Economics forecasts total employment generated by tourism expenditure to increase by 4,000 in the
year 2020-21 and to increase by 20,500 over the 5 years to 2024.

Scenario 3 – Market Share Growth (5,700 FTE in 2021 & 29,800 FTE by 2024)

In this scenario future visitation was estimated based on achieving the highest market share for
Western Australia that has been achieved since 2006. It was assumed that Western Australia grew its
market share to achieve the highest rate over a 10 year period.
In this scenario Lucid Economics forecasts total employment generated by tourism expenditure to
increase by 5,700 in the year 2020-21 and to increase by 29,800 over the 5 years to 2024.
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Recommendations
Recommendations – Maintaining Jobs Growth in 2020-21
These are the minimum measures recommended to prevent a decline in jobs in 2020-21:
•

Establish a one-off $10 million Events Bid fund aimed at procuring non-recurring events in 2020
and 2021. The bid fund would provide a ‘line-of-credit’ to enable more aggressive bids for nonrecurring events with short lead times. This could be opportunistic bids for major sporting or
entertainment events available in the short term or business events with short lead times.

•

Provide marketing funding of not less than $12 million in 2020-2021 to maintain the successful $9
million IMB and provide at least a $3 million for to maintain interstate visitation which would
otherwise decline with the reduced current Events Calendar 2020 and 2021.

•

Provide Tourism WA with certainty of funding by February 2020, before the May 2020 budget.
This will allow Tourism WA to make event bids and instigate marketing activity in early 2020 to
drive visitation in mid to late 2020 and early 2021.

•

Provide Tourism WA with the flexibility to attract and permanently fill the Executive Director role
with the necessary commercial experience and travel trade marketing skills.

Recommendations – Driving Jobs Growth to 2023-24
These are the optimal measures recommended to maximise jobs growth in 2020-21 to 2023-14:
•

Provide Tourism WA with consistent untied funding of an additional $25 million p.a. to 2023-24 to
recover peak market share and build a stable high yielding Events Calendar.

•

Undertake regulatory reform to fast-track approvals of private investment in demand driving
tourism projects such as attractions and resorts.

•

Plan for public investment in attractions and facilities that drive tourism growth, particularly the
development of Perth Convention and Exhibition Centre for increased business events.

